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DOMESTIC HOMICIDE 
Statement 

HON MICHAEL MISCHIN (North Metropolitan — Attorney General) [10.08 pm]: On 9 April Hon Sally 
Talbot made some remarks during members’ statements about a rally that had been held on the steps of 
Parliament House in support of two prisoners who were serving time in custody for murder. Ordinarily, I would 
not trouble myself to comment on a matter in which a member is an advocate for a cause except that these 
comments were made as a criticism of the administration of justice. She made certain assertions that were not 
only inaccurate, but also incomplete and she drew a number of rather trenchant conclusions that were not 
supported by the facts as they are known. She began by commenting on changes to the criminal law through the 
Criminal Law Amendment (Homicide) Act 2008, which came into operation on 1 August 2008. She said — 

… a number of people are still serving prison sentences in this state for homicide who would clearly be 
subject to different sentences had they been tried under the law as it exists today. 

She gave no supporting information for those conclusions except for two cases that I will come to shortly. She 
went on to say that those amendments arose out of a review by the Law Reform Commission of Western 
Australia into the laws of homicide. She went on to state — 

Although the bill covered a number of areas, the substance with which we were concerned at the 
rally — 

I interjected to suggest that it shows a partisanship with respect to the arguments that were put rather than any 
objective assessment as to the merits of the matters that were being agitated about — 

was that the history of violence by either the accused or the victim of a murder could be taken into 
account. 

I am not sure where Hon Sally Talbot draws that conclusion either because those sorts of elements, to the extent 
that they are relevant to the facts at issue in a trial and to the elements of an offence, have always been able to be 
taken into account to one degree or another. Nevertheless, that was the assertion.  

Hon Sally Talbot went on to talk about a group of lawyers, and others, and women’s interest groups, who were 
advocating for these particular women. She then went on to give what she described as “a flavour of the two 
women, who are happy to have their identities revealed”. The first of these women was one Lesley Dowling. 
Hon Sally Talbot went on to quote from what she described as a background document distributed by a group 
known as the Social Justice Alliance. I will read what she said, because I think it is important that one 
understands what is being asserted in this case so that one can see the deficiencies in that when compared with 
the facts on the record — 

Lesley Dowling was the victim of family and domestic violence and sexual assault during the period of 
her marriage at the hands of her husband, Neil Dowling. At a point of desperation, her son Marcus 
killed his stepfather. On the discovery, Lesley attempted to conceal the fact that Neil had died and to 
prevent the crime being detected. She also admits to misleading the police about the circumstances of 
the crime. Lesley demonstrates an understanding of why the jury came to the verdict that she was guilty 
of wilful murder. 

I would agree entirely that that set of facts would be evidence of an injustice, because those facts do not establish 
murder. They may establish being an accessory after the fact to a murder. But on those facts alone, the lady is 
plainly not guilty of murder. How then was that overlooked by a trial judge, a jury, competent counsel and an 
appeal court? Well, it is because that was not the case. 

Ms Dowling sought a pardon in the exercise of the royal prerogative of mercy, based, among other things, upon 
assertions that she had been the subject of physical and mental abuse during the course of her marriage. I had to 
deal with that in my capacity as Attorney General, and in December 2012 I indicated to Ms Dowling that I was 
not persuaded that a pardon should be exercised in her case, and my view remains the same. 

The facts of the case were as follows. Following a trial by jury, Ms Dowling, and her co-offender and son, one 
Marcus David Pitts, were found guilty of the wilful murder—that is, causing the death of another with intent to 
kill—of her husband, Neil Anthony Dowling. Ms Dowling had met the victim at a brothel where she worked, 
and after three days of courting, the victim asked Ms Dowling to marry him, to which she agreed. They were 
married for a period of six months prior to Mr Dowling’s murder. Ms Dowling’s son is reported in the judge’s 
sentencing remarks as having been unable to accept his mother’s marriage, and resented the victim. 

The offence occurred on 24 March 1995, when Ms Dowling’s son administered a stupefying drug to the victim 
that rendered him defenceless. Mr Pitts subsequently hit the victim’s skull with a hammer, which caused it to be 
staved in and fracture. Mr Pitts realised that the victim was still breathing and groaning following this attack. Mr 
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Pitts, and Ms Dowling—who had not been involved in the assault prior to this—both got hold of a piece of wire 
and strangled the victim to death. Ms Dowling subsequently dressed the victim’s body, bundled it into a plastic 
bag, and, with the help of Mr Pitts, placed the body into a recliner chair and wheeled it to a vehicle. They drove 
to the Perth Entertainment Centre, some 30 kilometres from the scene, and Ms Dowling attempted to conceal the 
vehicle, while Mr Pitts discarded the body in the car park. The victim’s body was discovered the following 
morning. That is rather different from simply assisting in the disposal of the body. She was an active participant 
in strangling the man with a piece of wire until he was dead, and while he was defenceless. 

During sentencing, Justice Walsh provided comment on Ms Dowling’s role in the offence, and said — 
… you, Lesley Dowling Margaret, instead of at least coming to your senses and showing any sign of 
decency afterwards, proceeded to get your husband dressed, bundled into a plastic bag, put into a 
vehicle, and then secreted the vehicle whilst his body was dumped by your son … it’s to your obvious 
discredit, the way you treated your husband’s body after he had been murdered, and that in my view 
aggravates the offence … you didn’t do anything to restrain [your son] and in fact after he had clubbed 
your husband brutally over the head … you then joined in choking him to death … 

Her assertions that she did not kill the deceased, as she was asleep at the time, and only assisted in the disposal 
of the corpse, were rejected by the jury. Its verdict implied that they had rejected at least some of her evidence 
and were satisfied that she did nothing to restrain her son from clubbing him with a hammer, and assisted her son 
in strangling him to death. 

Justice Walsh also commented that the circumstances of the commission of the murder were “extremely grave” 
and “probably as bad a case of murder as one would normally come into contact with.” Ms Dowling’s 
submissions that the murder was the result of being subjected to domestic violence and sexual abuse were 
substantially uncorroborated. 
Her petition for the exercise of the prerogative of mercy was based in large part upon an assertion that changes to 
the laws relating to homicide in 2008 meant that if she had been tried after the changes, she is likely to have been 
acquitted. However, on an analysis of the evidence, the issues raised at the trial, and the advice I have received, 
that does not support that conclusion, and I am therefore not satisfied that that is the case. Accordingly, Ms 
Dowling is still serving her term. Of course, given the factors that have been raised to her credit in terms of her 
potential rehabilitation and the like, these factors will be taken into account by the Prisoners Review Board at an 
appropriate time and it will make its recommendation as to whether she ought to be given the benefit of release 
on parole, and I will consider that on its merits at the appropriate time. But the issue at the moment is the quite 
bald assertion that some injustice has occurred and she ought not to have been punished for her crime at all. 

I note that I have limited time on this matter, and I do need to get to the other offender, Robyn Buller, so I will 
continue my remarks at a later date in respect of that. But, once again, Ms Buller, it was said, was the victim of 
family and domestic violence, including sexual assault at the hands of her husband, Dave Buller. This was 
perpetrated over a period of many years. After a particularly horrific assault, Robyn decided to end her own life. 
This is from the background document. The gun she intended to use accidentally fired, killing Dave Buller, who 
was asleep in the bedroom. Robyn concealed the crime from the police. That does not establish the crime of 
murder either—the accidental discharge of a weapon when trying to commit suicide. Again, it would not have 
resulted in a conviction, let alone an unsuccessful appeal. I see that I have only six seconds left, so I will 
continue my remarks on a later occasion. 
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